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Abstract This proposal, prepared for the Mechanical Engineering Department by the HTEC design team will redesign and replace the current energy conversion lab that is inaccurate and out of date.  The team will evaluate methods of energy conversion, specifically using braking systems, as well as existing labs in order to design an accurate and relatable experiment for this lab.  The project team will work with Professor Kim Shollenberger in order to design an experiment that demonstrates energy conversion through the first law of thermodynamics while utilizing a 
common	  device	  that	  is	  practical	  in	  student’s	  lives.	  	  	  The	  final	  result	  of	  this	  project	  will be fully functional lab equipment and a lab manual to be used for the energy conversion lab in the Thermal Science Lab. 
Introduction For the Senior Project class starting in Winter Quarter of 2013, this project team was selected to work on the Heat Transfer: Energy Conversion Lab for ME 346.  The current experiment that requires revision consists of two falling cylinders from a measured height that impact a small lead sample folded over thermocouple wires.  The temperature change in the lead sample before and after impact is then used to calculate its rise in internal energy.  By using the first law of thermodynamics, 
Joule’s	  Constant, the ratio between mechanical and thermal energy in a system, can 
be	  calculated.	  	  Currently	  the	  uncertainty	  calculated	  for	  Joule’s	  Constant	  is	  undesirably high.  Major causes of uncertainty include imprecise alignment of the cylinders that will result in not all the potential energy being converted, heat loss to the environment and non-uniform temperature distribution within the lead sample.  Other concerns for this lab include safety issues due to falling cylinders crushing hands as well as students handling lead samples.  Lastly, and most importantly, this 
lab	  does	  not	  demonstrate	  anything	  that	  is	  relevant	  to	  the	  student’s	  coursework	  or	  personal interests.   The main goal of this project is to create and develop a new experiment that still measures the conversion of mechanical to thermal energy and finds that energy is conserved.  This lab should also include fundamental analysis based on thermodynamics and heat transfer at an undergraduate level.  Most importantly this experiment should have a connection to real world applications.  One of the sub goals is to have less uncertainty then the lead smashing experiment and be within +/- 5 percent of complete energy conservation.  These goals will be accomplished by carefully staying within the 4000-dollar budget.  It is expected to have this lab be implemented into ME 346 by the Winter Quarter of 2014.  Since this lab is designed for Cal Poly students, the project team plans to make this lab easy to run, safe, robust, a learning experience, and most importantly interesting and relevant to 
students’	  lives.	  	  As	  current	  students,	  this	  team	  believes	  that	  it	  is	  qualified	  to	  make	  
good	  decisions	  on	  the	  students’	  behalf.	  	  By	  the	  end	  of	  this	  project,	  the	  team	  expects	  to have designed, built, and tested a fully operational braking system for this experiment.  
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Background Research and Review of Literature In this section of the report all the background knowledge and research needed for the experiment was researched and laid out for reference by the project team and the reader.  The main topics include the First Law of Thermodynamics, Joules Constant, and Existing Experiments.  
The First Law of Thermodynamics The First law of thermodynamics states that energy cannot be created or destroyed. The goal of this experiment is to confirm energy conservation by accounting for all the energy conversion in the control system. This means that the internal energy rise of the system will be equated to the loss of kinetic Energy, potential energy, and work energy in the system. The relationship between mechanical energy and thermal energy is called Joules Constant and has an accepted value of 778.17 lbf-ft/Btu . This means that dropping 778.17 lbf a distance of 1 ft has the thermal potential to raise 1 lb of water 1 deg. F.   
Joules Constant James Prescott Joules is credited for quantitatively establishing the First Law of Thermodynamics originally done by Lord Kelvin in 1851(1). Joules began experiments on 
energy	  conversion	  in	  1843	  with	  a	  paper	  titled	  “On	  the	  Calorific	  Effects	  of	  Magneto-Electricity,	  and	  the	  Mechanical	  value	  of	  Heat,” (2). In these papers he explains how he spun, using a falling mass, an electro magnet, surrounded by water, inside a coil. This process heated up the water, which was then recorded. He found that, on average, to raise the temperature of the water by 1˚F it took a mechanical force capable of raising 838 lb. to the perpendicular height of one foot. This is a +7.7% difference from the currently accepted 
value	  of	  Joule’s	  constant.	   Joules was not satisfied with this result and designed a new experiment to determine the constant with greater accuracy. This experiment measures the heat absorbed during the condensation or rarefaction of atmospheric air. The condensing-pump and receiver are immersed in a large quantity of water. Comparing the amount of force exerted to condense the air in the receiver with the heat generated in the water gives a new constant of 809 lbf-ft/Btu. This is a +4.0% difference from the currently accepted value. (2) Joules was again not satisfied, and published an additional experiment in	  1850	  titled,	  “On	  
the	  Mechanical	  Equivalent	  of	  Heat.”	  These	  experiments	  consisted	  of	  a	  paddles	  wheel	  spun	  with a known speed in water. The kinetic energy of the paddle was transferred to the surrounding water through friction and eventually converted to heat. This experiment yielded a constant of 772.692 lbf-ft/Btu, which is only -0.7% different from the currently accepted value. This experiment was repeated with mercury, instead of water, to achieve a value -0.4% from the accepted value. (2) Through more modern and accurate testing equipment, more advanced experiments have lead to a currently accepted value of 778.17 lbf-ft/Btu	  for	  Joule’s	  Constant.	  (2) 
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Existing Experiments In addition to the currently used lead smashing experiment, the ME 346 lab manual (3) includes three additional experiments that demonstrate the conversion of energy and the computation of Joules constant. These existing experiments include copper cold working, friction bearings, and a bicycle brake assembly. A brief description and diagram of each experiment is shown below.  
1. Copper Cold Working In this experiment a small copper sheet acts as a hinge for a swing pendulum. When the pendulum is released the copper is plastically deformed. This is called cold working, which causes a rise in the hinge temperature that is measured by an attached thermocouple. The ratio of the pendulum potential energy loss to the copper’s internal energy gain and heat loss to the hinge clamps,	  gives	  Joule’s	  constant.  
 
Figure 1. Diagram of Copper Cold Working Experiment Setup  
2. Friction Bearings In this experiment a copper bearing heats-up caused by friction between the inner and outer bearing layers. A falling weight is used to spin the shaft attached to the inner bearing. The loss in gravitational potential energy of the weight is equated to the rise in internal energy of the bearing.  
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Figure 2. Diagram of Friction Bearing Experiment Setup   
3. Bicycle Break Assembly In this experiment a bicycle front caliper brake is removed and replaced with a lever-mounted, copper friction pad. The friction pad rubs on the front tire which causes the temperature of the copper pad to increase. The loss in kinetic energy of the bicycle system is equated to the gain in internal energy of the copper friction pad. The ratio of these two energies	  gives	  Joule’s	  constant.    
 
Figure 3. Diagram of Bicycle Brake Assembly Experiment 
Most Relevant Option The bicycle brake assembly experiment embodies the main sponsor requirement, a system 
that	  is	  common	  and	  applicable	  in	  student’s	  lives;	  however	  it	  did	  not	  achieve	  the	  desired	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accuracy due to losses, rider uncertainty, and measurement uncertainty. The group decided, based on advice from the sponsor, that picking a braking system would be the best method to ensure relevancy, while demonstrating energy conservation and conversion accurately. The next step was to research common methods of braking systems and how they work. 
 
Braking systems   Braking systems take advantage of simple means of energy transfer in order to accomplish their objective.  The rolling kinetic energy of the wheel is transferred to the braking system through friction, effectively converting it into thermal energy.  This thermal energy is then dissipated from the braking system as heat and the process can be allowed to occur all over again.  The most common types of braking systems are broken up into two categories, drum brakes and disk brakes. (4) 
 
1. Drum Brakes Drum brakes use friction from shoes or pads, that when activated expand/move out which press against the inside of a rotating cylinder called the drum.  This causes the kinetic energy of the rotating drum to be slowed down by friction and converted into thermal energy.  See Figure 4 for a detailed drawing of a drum brake.  Drum brakes are used in most heavy-duty trucks, some cars, dirt bikes and ATVs.  One disadvantage of drum brakes over other braking systems is that heat is not easily dissipated to the surrounding air.  The frictional heat is being generated on the inside circumference of the drum, which then has to conduct through the drum before being able to convect and radiate the heat to the surroundings.  This causes the drum brakes to have over-heating problems.  However, drum brakes are more economical and powerful than other braking systems if over-heating is not a concern.  For this reason, drum brakes are more commonly used in the rear wheels because the majority of the braking force is required in the front wheels of the vehicle. (4)  
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Figure 4. Image of drum brake without drum cover [4] 
2. Disk Brakes  Disc brakes create friction caused by using calipers to pinch brake pads against a brake disk.  See Figure 5 for detailed drawing.  They are the most common braking system in cars, trains, bikes and airplanes because they are highly reliable due to the ability to quickly dissipate heat.  Since the heat is transferred throughout the entire disk, the disk is uniformly heated.  This means the majority of the disk is exposed to the outside air and a lot of cooling convection can occur.  Disk brakes are also much more reliable in all-weather environments because of their ability to remove water from the surface while retaining frictional power.  However, for the same diameter, disk	  brakes	  don’t	  have	  as	  much	  braking	  power as drum brakes due to less brake pad contact area. (4)  
 
Figure 5. Image of disk brake without cover [4]  
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Methods of Determining Temperature Change As the group began brainstorming different brake configurations, it became apparent that research into the method of determining temperature change was needed. There are three major technologies available; Thermocouples, Thermistors, IR Sensors. Each technology has advantages and disadvantages based on the desired accuracy, size, and brake configuration. 
1. Thermocouples Thermocouples are the most common, cheapest and easiest to obtain of the three technologies. There are many types of thermocouples for different accuracy and temperature ranges. Thermocouples measure temperature based off of a difference in voltage between two dissimilar metals.  A table of the different types can be found below. (5) 
Table 1. Thermocouple Tolerance Chart 
 For this application, the temperature range should not exceed 100˚C and should not drop below 20˚C. This working temperature range falls within all thermocouple types, besides Type B. It can also be seen that the smallest tolerance value is from Type T thermocouple, at a special value of ±0.5˚C. One of the requirements for this experiment is to achieve ±5% accuracy. In order to achieve this, less than ±1% tolerance on the thermocouple is desired. In order to attain this, using the special tolerance, a 50˚C change in temperature would be required.  Thermocouples also come in a vast variety of sizes and have many attachment methods. These factors will affect the response time of the thermocouple. The smaller the thermocouple and the more directly attached, the faster the response time will be. (6) The disadvantage of thermocouples is that they must be permanently attached in order to be most accurate. This means that they will not be able to be used on any rotating pieces of the design. This limits their applications to measuring the brake pad temperature.  
2. Thermistors Thermistors are similar to thermocouples; however they use a resistor with a very small voltage across it. The resistance value of the resistor is dependent on the temperature of whatever the thermistor is attached to. These devices also have to be permanently attached for maximum accuracy.  Similar to thermocouples, they come in a variety of sizes and temperature ranges. They tend to be more expensive than thermocouples as well, ranging from $40 to $100. (7) Thermistors are more accurate than most thermocouples, however they have a smaller working temperature range. They range in accuracy from ±0.1 to 0.2˚C. 
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With this accuracy rating, a 10-20˚C temperature change would be required. An example thermistor specification sheet is shown in Figure 6. 
 
Figure 6. Thermistor Spec. Sheet from Omega.com [7] 
3. Infrared Sensor  Infrared Sensors work by correlating the frequency of infrared light emitted by an object to the temperature of that object. This technology would allow for temperature measurements of spinning objects, such as the disk. However, this technology is very expensive. IR cameras range from $1,000 to upwards of $5,000.  IR cameras are also much more inaccurate than the other two technologies. This is due mainly to the light frequency also being a function of the emissivity (a surface property) of the material.  Their accuracy ratings are about ±3.0-5.0˚C. (8) In order to achieve a 1% temperature accuracy rating, a 300-500 ˚C change in temperature would be required. This is clearly much larger than the previous options.   
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Objectives  The main goal of this project is to design and build a lab that demonstrates energy conversion from mechanical to thermal energy to students by using the First Law of Thermodynamics. The secondary goal of the project is to be within five percent accuracy of 
Joule’s	  Constant,	  and to	  be	  repeatable.	  The	  sponsor’s	  requirements	  for this experiment can be found below in Table 2.   
Table 2. Customer Requirements from Dr. Shollenberger Customer Requirements Relevance Easy to Operate Safety Learning Experience Undergraduate calculations Aesthetics Accuracy Low Maintenance/Rugged Cost   These requirements we put into engineering terms (as applicable) by the project team. The total accuracy of the experiment must be within ±5% of the accepted value for Joules constant. To help achieve this total accuracy, the accuracy of the temperature reading should not exceed ±1%.  To keep the experiment safe, the components should not reach a temperature greater than 100˚C. Also, the sounds generated by the system should not exceed 90 dB. To keep cost and maintenance down, the system should have a minimum life of 15 years; however the brake pads and disk may need to be replaced every few years. The whole cost of the system should not exceed the budget of the project, $4,000.  The whole system must also fit inside the lab room. The allowed space is generous, so a maximum size was selected below. Finally, in order to minimize power and motor costs, the additional mass required to achieve the desired change in temperature should be no greater than 100kg. A full list of the engineering requirements can be found below in Table 3.   
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Table 3. Engineering Requirements Parameter Description Required Targets Risk* Compliance** Accuracy <±5% accuracy of	  Joule’s	  Constant H A,T Size Max.	  8’	  x	  6’	  x	  4’ L I,A Power Ability to plug into wall socket M A,T Number of Parts Minimum # of parts M I Life Time Min 15 years of use H A,T Low-Maintenance Maintenance intervals of 1 year (minimum) M A Overheat < 100 ˚C M A,T Change in Temperature <±1 % accuracy in Temperature 
measurement H A,T Additional Mass <100 kg additional mass M A Low Noise <90 dB L A,T,I Accessibility Hinged shield for accessibility L I Cost < $4,000 M I   *Note: H= High, M= Medium, L=Low **Note: A=Analysis, T=Test, I=Inspection    
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Lab Design Development In this section the conceptual design method is laid out in the following steps.  
Initial ideation In order to develop a lab	  that	  will	  satisfy	  the	  Mechanical	  Engineering	  Department’s needs, the lab team utilized a three-step ideation process. The process allowed the team members to brainstorm a wide range of solutions for the problem proposed by Kim Shollenberger. The ideation steps are explained below in detail.    Step 1: Braking Method Ideation  Step 2:  Braking Application Ideation  Step 3: Feasible System Ideation  
Step 1:  Braking Method Ideation In the first stage of the ideation process a list of the most common braking methods was constructed to begin research. Each team member was to look into and understand each of the main methods and their applications for the Quality Function Deployment (QFD).  The list of braking methods and uses is listed below:   
 List of Methods: 
 Car Disk Brake 
 Car Drum Brake 
 Motorcycle Disk Brake 
 Bicycle Disk Brake 
 Bicycle Drum Brake 
 Go-Cart Disk Brake   A QFD analysis was implemented on these methods of braking to determine the best method in terms of customer and engineering requirements.  The requirements were brainstormed between team members and Professor Shollenberger.  The project team compared each of these methods of braking against each other as a team and determined the correlation between the customer and engineering requirements.  The results are shown in the QFD table below.    
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Table 4. Quality Function Deployment for the Method of Braking 
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Relevance 5 ∆ ∆ ○ 
   
∆ ∆ 5 4 3 1 3 2 
Easy to Operate 2 
   
∆ ○ 
  
○ 3 2 5 4 3 3 
Safety 5 
  
● ∆ ∆ ● ○ 
 
2 2 4 4 2 3 
Learning Experience 4 
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○ 5 3 4 2 4 3 
Undergraduate 
Calculations 3 ○ 
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4 2 3 2 3 4 
Aesthetics 1 
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5 2 3 1 4 3 
Low Maintenance 2 
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● ○ ● 4 2 5 3 4 3 
 
Technical Priorities    14 6 62 34 15 63 29 41 86 58 83 54 68 64 
 
Percent of Total   5 2 23 13 6 24 11 16 
      
                 ●=9 Strong Correlation 
                
○=3 Medium Correlation 
                
∆=1 Small Correlation 
               
  
                After analyzing the results car disk brakes showed the most correlation between customer and engineering requirements.  It can also be shown that the power and overheating are going to be large factors in the design of the braking system for the lab.  Car disk brakes were chosen to be the method of braking for the Thermal Science Lab.  
Step 2: Braking Application Ideation After completing the method of braking ideation we looked into how the braking force will be applied to the car disk brake. Each team member worked on brainstorming and completing methods of applying a braking force to a car disk brake alone as an initial starting point.  The three most realistic ideas are shown below.  
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Concept 1: 
 
Figure 7. Concept Idea – 1  Concept 1 utilizes the standard method of applying braking force to a disk brake.  This idea uses a disk that is made of a rubber-coated steel and pads that are made of copper.   The copper pads are clamped to the outer radius of the disk using standard calipers or a hydraulic system.  In this system the brake pads are of minimal size and the thermocouples placed on the back of the pads will be easily able to measure temperature change.  Insulating rubber from the disk and the back of the pads will decrease heat losses.  A 3D CAD drawing was created to demonstrate how this concept would be implemented in a model.  The drawing is shown below in Figure 8.  
 
Figure 8. Concept Idea 1 - 3D Model 
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Concept 2: 
 
Figure 9. Concept Idea – 2 Concept 2 similarly utilizes the standard method of applying braking force to a disk brake.  The difference with this idea is that the disk is made of a copper and the pads are made of rubber.   The rubber pads are clamped to the outer radius of the disk using standard calipers or a hydraulic system.  Once again in this system the brake pads are of minimal size but the heat will not be transferred into the pads, it will be transferred into the disk itself.  This is more realistic, since the disk in cars is metal, but poses many obstacles.  One of the larges challenges of this design will be measuring the temperature of a spinning disk.  Since the disk is spinning thermocouples will not be applicable, and some sort of thermal imaging may be necessary.  Convection losses would also have to be taken into account due to the copper disk having direct contact with the ambient air.  A 3D CAD drawing was created to demonstrate how this concept would be implemented in a model.  The drawing is shown below in Figure 10. 
 
Figure 10. Concept Idea 2 - 3D Model 
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Concept 3: 
 
Figure 11. Concept Idea – 3 Concept 3 is also similar to Concept 1 by having a rubber-coated steel disk with copper pads, but the way the pads are applied to the disk is altered.  In this concept the brake pad will be a much larger copper disk that covers most of the surface area of one side of the disk.  It will be pressed axially into the disk with some form of hydraulic system in order to apply the braking force.  This design is similar to concept 1 in the fact that there is no heat loss due to convection, but at the cost of dramatically increasing the size of the brake pad.  This comes into play when determining how much temperature change must occur in the pad for our target uncertainty.  A 3D CAD drawing was created to demonstrate how this concept would be implemented in a model.  The drawing is shown below in Figure 12.  
 
Figure 12. Concept Idea 2 - 3D Model 
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Braking Application Decision Process: The three concept ideas were thoroughly critiqued and discussed as a team in order to decide which method was the most feasible.  Another QFD was performed on these three ideas in order to help determine the best solution.  The QFD is shown below.   
Table 5. Quality Function Deployment for the Method of Braking Force Application  
  As seen in the QFD above Concept 1 is the most feasible and realistic idea of the three.  In the next ideation section further analysis will be done in order to prove that this concept is able to carry out the lab requirements.  Then a Decision Matrix was also created in order to double check our results.  As seen below the Decision Matrix clearly shows that concept 1 is the best choice.   
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Table 6. Decision Matrix for the Method of Braking Force Application  
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Step 3: Feasible System Ideation As shown in Step 2, Concept Idea 1 was proven to be the best choice for the lab.  After narrowing the field of which method of application, mathematical analysis was performed on concept idea 1 in order to prove its feasibility.  The analysis (See Appendix A) shows how the kinetic energy of the rotating disk will be converted to internal energy in the system. This process is assumed to occur instantaneously for simplicity. In Concept idea 1 and 3 the disk is assumed to be a perfect insulator, therefore all the energy will be transferred to the brake pads. In Concept idea 2, the pads are perfect insulators and the disk will absorb all the energy.  Through research on thermo couples, it was shown that, for standard thermocouples, a T type thermocouple has a ±0.5	  ˚C	  tolerance	  rating	  (5).	  In	  order	  to	  meet	  the	  overall	  system	  accuracy of ±5%, it is extremely desirable to keep the thermocouple uncertainty below ±1%. This means that an approximate 50˚C	  change	  in	  temperature	  is	  desired.	  The	  analysis	  shows how components of the system can be modified to achieve this change in temperature. Using the same speed and disk size for all the concept ideas the different concept ideas were analyzed to see how much additional mass is required on the shaft to obtain the desired change in temperature. Minimizing the additional mass will keep the power required to spin the device down as well as reducing the actual time required to stop the disk. The results show that concept idea #1 requires the least amount of additional mass. This is because the small brake pads are the ones absorbing the energy. Since their mass is small, it will require less energy to cause a large increase in temperature. It can be seen that if the disk is the part that is heating up (Concept Idea 2), the large mass of the disk will require a very large kinetic energy input in order to achieve the 50˚C	  change.	  This	  would	  be	  done by adding 15 times the addition mass to the shaft than if the brake pads are absorbing the heat in concept one.  Concept idea 3 will have much larger brake pads, since the pad is the same radius as the disks. Since the mass of the brake pads is increased, it will require increased additional mass to achieve the same temperature change.  The analysis shows that the speed of rotation of the disk, as well as the mass of the rotating disk, results in the largest effect on the temperature change in the brake pads.  The plot below shows how temperature change is related to these two variables.  For example, a 10kg mass spinning at 1000rpm will have an increase in temperature of 16 degrees Celsius. This estimate will be higher than the actual value if there are significant heat losses to the environment. However, it may be lower than actual localized transient temperatures. A more detailed analysis will be performed to investigate these possibilities.   
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Figure 14. Change in Temperature of Brake Pads w/ Relation to Additional Mass and RPM 
Final Concept  Once the final method braking method and braking application ideation was completed Concept 1 was chosen.  A more accurate 3D model was created for a more realistic visual representation.  It is shown in Figure 15 below. Note that an additional safety shield will be installed to restrict rotating parts will be added in the critical design.    
 
Figure 15. 3D Model More Accurately Depicting Concept Idea 1 
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Proof of Concept Model In order to demonstrate the design idea to the project sponsor, a proof of concept model was created based on Concept Idea 1.  It is by no means a working model, but merely intended to demonstrate the project team’s	  method	  of	  approach and basic construction.  It was fabricated based off of the SolidWorks model for Concept 1 (shown in Figure 8) first, before actual prototyping, in order to keep construction mistakes to a minimum.  The Proof of Concept Model will be shown to the sponsor and partially analyzed for structural reference.  Pictures are shown below in Figures 16 and 17.  
 
Figure 16. Unpainted Proof of Concept Model  
 
Figure 17. Painted Proof of Concept Model 
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Final Critical Design In this section the critical design method is laid out out in the following steps.  
Changes from Conceptual Design Review 
Following	  the	  conceptual	  design	  review,	  with	  the	  sponsor’s	  approval,	  the	  group	  chose	  to	  pursue Concept #1, the copper brake pad design. However, after in-depth engineering analysis of this design, the group found that a few changes needed to be made in order to maintain this designs feasibility.  First, after researching all possible methods to fabricate a disk with a rubber coating that would be long lasting and a thermal insulator, it was determined that the negatives outweighed the benefits. Problems would arise when trying to bond the rubber to the steel in a way that it would not shear off under the application of the breaks. Even if the rubber did not shear off the steel under the breaks, the group would also have to ensure that the rubber was durable enough to last many years since it would not be replaceable. The only benefit of the rubber disk would be to decrease the heat energy that would go into the disk instead of the brake pads. However, after doing an in-depth heat transfer analysis, the resulting loss in energy to the disk (if the disk is uncoated steel) is not enough to make the challenges of using rubber worthwhile. The group has therefore decided to use a steel disk for the braking system. The structure of the experiment will be built using 80/20 structural steel. Originally the structure was to be machined by the group in order to support the shaft as well as a custom mounting platform for the brake calipers. After speaking with Jim Gerhardt, the group decided that using stock materials instead of machining custom parts would be more cost effective and more reliable. Also the group has moved to a two bearing structural design to avoid misalignment issues and indeterminate shaft calculations. Since the cost of thermistors is significantly less than originally estimated, the group will use thermistors instead of thermocouples to achieve a lower minimum temperature difference in the brake pads. This allows for the use of a smaller motor and flywheel, therefore saving the group money and power required to spin such a large mass.  The brake calipers that are to be implemented into the design are no longer custom calipers. Upon investigation, the project team will use stock brake calipers with custom brake pads. The stock calipers chosen are custom in the sense that the distance between the brake pads will be adjustable up to 2 inches.  This will save the group time and money learning how to design and fabricate hydraulic systems. The brake calipers are to be powered by a hydraulic accumulator that is charged using the campus compressed air supply.  The electric motor used in this design will include a Variable Frequency Drive (VFD) that will allow for fine-tuning of the shaft speed to accurately calculate the kinetic energy of the system.  
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The additional mass required to achieve the desired kinetic energy will be in the form of a flywheel. This ensures that the additional mass will not cause a rotational imbalance in the main shaft.  The revised design that the group is proposing is quite similar to the conceptual design. The small changes the group has made are to improve the performance and construction of the design.  An assembled view of the revised design can be seen below in Figure 18. A detailed explanation of each major component can be found in the next section. 
  
 
Figure 18. Final Design with Safety Shield  
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Figure 19. Final Design without Safety Shield 
 
Motor The motor that was selected for this application is a 2 hp Baldor Motor recommended and verified by Jim Gearheardt.  The motor needed to be able to have enough horsepower and spin at a high enough rpm in order to achieving a high enough temperature change in the copper brake pads. This is necessary in order to keep the accuracy of the thermistors to 1%.  The following graph in Figure 20, created by project team, shows the hp of the motor vs temperature change in the brake pads. The motor was selected with more than enough power to achieve the desired temperature change of 50 degrees Celsius.  While selecting the motor the team aired on the conservative side because of the assumption that all the energy will be going into the copper pad.  According to the thermistor section, a temperature change of at least 50 degrees Celsius is required.  In the graph below all various combinations of parameters can be observed.   
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Figure 20. Different colored lines represent weights of flywheel  After choosing the 2 hp Baldor motor, the team met with Jim Gerhardt to get his final approval. With his help the team checked the lab accessibility for what voltage and phase is available because it is extremely expensive to install new voltage lines to the lab.  It was found that the lab has 208 volts and 3 phase already equipped and available.  Therefore, it was decided	  to	  get	  Baldor’s	  M3155	  motor	  with	  2	  hp,	  208-230/460 voltage, 3 phase and a max rpm of 3450.  It is equipped with a base plate mount that is desired to make instillation easy.  A SolidWorks model can be seen in Figure 21.  
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Figure 21. Drawing of 2 hp Baldor Motor    
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AC-Frequency Drive The desire for control of the selected motor is necessary in order to accomplish the labs requirements.  In order to control the speed of the Baldor motor selected, a device must be installed in order to change the frequency of the motor and in turn change the rpm.  This is to be accomplished by implementing an AC-Frequency Drive.  After talking to the local Allen Bradley Company about the motor selected, a representative suggested the use of a Powerflex 4 Motor Control unit.  The team also inquired about possible RPM gauges built into the system, and discovered that adding an encoder to the AC-Frequency Drive will allow an accurate built in reading of the RPM of the motor.  The encoder also has the ability to send the RPM readings to a data acquisition system.  The listing price of the AC-Frequency Drive and the encoder was $460, however a Cal Poly discount was applied that brings the price down to $400.  The Powerflex 4 Motor Control can be seen in Figure 22. Powerflex 4 Motor Control specifications can be seen in Appendix G.   
 
Figure 22. Selected Variable A/C Frequency Unit   
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Shaft The main drive shaft of the system was selected to be extremely over designed in order to ensure shaft failure will be near impossible.  The shaft selected for be purchase will be 18 inches long with a 1 inch diameter and a full 1/4 inch keyway cut to depth of 1/8 inches running along the entire shaft.  The main shaft will be driven by the 2 hp Baldor motor with the use of a 5/8 to 3/4 inch helical cut shaft coupler.  A 1 inch shaft is necessary to accomodaete the disc hub bore diameter, which is an unchangeable dimension from WC Branham.  The main shaft is be slightly modified from an existing shaft available on McMaster-Carr depicted below in Figure 23.  The dimensions of this unaltered shaft can be seen in the McMaster-Carr layout drawing in Appendix F.  
 
Figure 23. Unaltered Fully Keyed Shaft Purchased on McMaster-Carr  The project team will be altering the main shaft in order to couple the motor shaft to the main shaft due to the fact that 5/8 to 1 inch shaft couplers are unavailable for purchase.  The shaft will be modified by first cutting the full length of the shaft down to 15.5 inches.  The next step will be to lathe the two ends of the shaft down to 3/4 inch in order to accommodate the shaft coupling as well as implement smaller, cheaper bearings.  The end of the shaft that is not coupled to the motor will be lathed to a length of 1.5 inches, slightly longer than the bearing width, and the bearing will be press fit until it is flush with the notch.  The end that is coupled to the motor will be lathed to a length of 2 inches in order to press fit the bearing until it is flush with the notch as well as have enough room for the coupler to fully grip the end of the shaft.  The altered shaft can be seen below in Figure 24.  
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The dimensions of the final altered shaft can be seen in the main shaft layout drawing in Appendix H.  
 
Figure24. McMaster-Carr Shaft Modified for Specific Application  Calculations on the main shaft were completed in order to prove that failure due to the maximum loads and fatigue life was impossible.  By using the maximum power and rpms that the motor can output, the maximum torque was calculated and used to find the maximum shear stress in the shaft when the brakes are applied.  For this application the maximum loads and stresses on the shaft at 3/4 inch diameter yielded a factor of safety of 80.  The stress concentrations at the keyway and shaft step notches yielded factor of safeties of 10.8 and 33.5.  This is well over designed in order to ensure students will not break the device even under maximum of unforeseen loading situations.  All calculations of the main shaft can be referenced in Appendix B.     
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Shaft Coupler In the design a helically cut shaft coupler will be used to connect the motor shaft and the main shaft.  The selection of the shaft coupler was dependent on the size of the shaft extruding from the Baldor 2 hp motor that was selected and the size of the main shaft, which was dependent on the bore diameter of the selected disc.  The selected motor had a shaft size of 5/8 inch while the main shaft was selected to be 1 inch.  Upon inspection the project team realized that couplers that mated these two shaft sized were not made, we decided to alter the shaft size as described above in the Main Shaft breakdown.  Searching through parts catalogs, the team discovered that the largest compatible shaft size to the unchangeable 5/8 inch motor shaft was a shaft with a diameter of 3/4 inches.  Upon searching McMaster-Carr, an Anodized Aluminum Clamp-On Coupler with helical cuts was selected to mate the two shafts as well as give leeway for misalignment.  The part can be seen below in Figure 25 and 26. 
 
Figure 25. Solidworks Model of Coupler 
     
Figure 26. Side View of Coupler The coupler is 2.75 inches in length with a 1.75 inch outside diameter.  The maximum torque that the coupler can withstand is 252 in-lbs, which is well over the maximum torque of 108 in-lbs that the motor can output.  The helical cuts in the coupler allow for a maximum parallel and angular misalignments of 0.015 in and 5 degrees.  Misalignment in the shafts is not expected, but this will eliminate any concerns or problems regardless.   
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Mounted Bearings The two mounted bearings that have been selected are 3/4 inch cast iron mounted steel ball bearings. The bearings are available on McMaster-Carr and are made to ABEC-1 dimensional tolerance standards.  There will be two of these identical bearings placed along the shaft at locations specified in the main shaft breakdown.  The bearings can withstand a dynamic loading of up to 2900 lbs compared to the maximum calculated loading of less than 100 lbs at each bearing.  The maximum rpm that the bearing can withstand is 4199 rpms while the maximum rpm the motor can output is only 3000 rpm.  The bearing can be seen below in Figures 27 and 28.  
 
Figure 27. Mounted Bearing SolidWorks Model 
 
Figure 28. Mounted Bearing Front View 
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Hydraulic Brakes The project team decided that purchasing hydraulic brakes would be the best solution for this application for two reasons.  Firstly, that hydraulic brakes are very relevant with disk brakes. Almost every disk brake that students see is used with hydraulic calipers of some sort.  Also, hydraulic brakes will allow us to apply the braking force that is needed to stop the disk and flywheel.  The hydraulic brakes selected are perfect for this application because the pad-to-pad distance is extremely adjustable up to 2 inches.  This will let the team vary the disc size in the testing and experimental phase of the project.  Since the team is planning on experimenting with additional materials attached to the disk, it was desirable to be able to adjust the calipers to fit over these larger discs with as little maintenance as possible.  These calipers can adjust up to 2 in, when the disk is only .156 in, this gives plenty of room to add materials to the disk.  It is also desirable to have this extra caliper space since there are going to be custom pads inserted in the calipers on the end of each piston head. The copper pads will be surrounded by insulation and since the calipers are very adjustable the project team can adjust the thickness of insulation.  The specifications of the hydraulic brake calipers can be seen in Figure 29.  
 
Figure 29. Variable Hydraulic Calipers   The project team discovered the company WC Branham through Jim Gerhardt because the Cal Poly wind turbine uses a lot of parts from them and came highly reccomended.  From this brake calipers specifications the amount of pressure that will be required to stop the spinning mass and disc was calculated.  The graph in Figure 30 shows how the stop time of the disc in seconds is related to the pressure the calipers put on the disc. 
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Figure 30. Graph Depicting the Required Amount of Pressure to Stop the Disc vs. Time  As seen above, after about 400 to 500 psi, an attempt at using more pressure in the accumulator does very little to help stop the disc.  Therefore, the calipers are predicting to use pressures in the range of 100-500 psi, which is well in the range of these calipers. For example, it will take 100psi to stop the brakes in 1 second for an initial rotation rate of 2000 rpm.   
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Accumulator  After communicating with Cal Poly ME Professor Owen, the team decided that an accumulator would be the best fit for this lab.  The lab needs a constant pressure during the actual braking, but also needs the pressure to be adjustable before the braking begins.  The accumulator can be charged to different pressures therefore the team can test at which pressure would be most appropriate for this lab.  However, when a desirable pressure is attained the accumulator can constantly produce the same pressure and braking force every time.  After researching and talking to many accumulator companies, such as HYDAC, all companies agreed that for the disk brake lab, an accumulator is a perfect fit.  The one drawback of accumulators is that most accumulators are built for much higher pressures than we need, but oversizing the braking force is desired.  Below is the generic model of the type of accumulator that we are using. 
 
Figure 31.  Drawing of a Standard Accumulator  The accumulator used for the lab will have a maximum pressure of 1500 psi.  The calipers also have a maximum pressure of 1500 psi, therefore the accumulator cannot overcharge and break the calipers.  The fluid that will be used in the hydraulic system will be brake fluid.  HYDAC’s	  local	  distributer	  in	  Bakersfield gave us a price quote of $254 for the accumulator and brake fluid which is well within the budget. 
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Disk Design 
The	  first	  consideration	  when	  selecting	  the	  disk	  was	  the	  material.	  The	  material’s	  thermal	  properties will determine the amount of heat energy that will be transferred into the disk, instead of the brake pads. Since the desire is to maximize the amount of heat going into the brake pads, it is important that the disk acts as an insulator as much as possible. Based on the heat transfer analysis that can be found in Appendix C, it can be seen that the ratio of energy transferred to the disk and the brake pads is related to the ratio of the thermal properties. The group experimented with different materials of the disk to find the resulting Heat Transfer Ratio. Most stock disk brakes available were made with stainless steel. The other option would be to bond a rubber friction material to the surface of the steel disk. This would essentially change the thermal properties of the disk, because if the rubber is thick enough the heat will not reach the steel. The heat transfer ratio and resulting brake pad temperature difference, using an engine speed of 1400 rpm and 20 kg of additional mass, is shown below: 
Table 7. Comparison of heat transfer ratio for steel and rubber insulated disk 
Disk Material Heat Ratio 
Brake Pad 
Temperature 
Change (deg. C) 
Stainless Steel 0.2128 49.0 
Rubber 0.0196 58.3 Since the thermistors with accuracy of ±0.1 °C the minimum temperature change is 10 °C. It can be seen from the above that both materials achieve well above this minimum temperature change. Since the application of a rubber to the surface of the disk would be extremely complicated, due to large shear forces from the brakes and the issues of replacement, the group has decided to use a stock stainless steel disk from WC Branham, Inc. The steel disk does reduce the resulting temperature change in the brake pads, however the group believes that it is not significant enough of a drop to warrant the addition of the rubber friction material. The full spec sheet can be found in Appendix G. Also, this application will not exceed the 300 °F temperature rating of the disk. The disk is also keyed for easy attachment to our shaft. The disk is shown below. 
 
Figure 32. 8.0 inch Dia. Stainless steel Brake Disk from WC Branham 
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Flywheel/Additional Weight In a normal automotive disk brake assembly, the disk brake is designed to stop the kinetic energy of the entire car and have a minimum rise in brake pad temperature. However, in this application a large brake pad temperature is desired and in order to achieve this, a large amount of kinetic energy is required.  Since the kinetic energy of a whole car is no available, the group has determined that additional mass is required, based off the energy transfer calculations, found in Appendix C, to achieve enough kinetic energy. Since this kinetic energy will be achieved through rotating mass, this results in: 
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 To minimize the amount of material, and resulting cost, the additional mass will need to have a large radius. Also since rotational imbalance is a concern with rotating disks, the disk is to be very precisely balanced. These requirements lead the group to look at automotive flywheels, since they are precision balanced and have a relatively large radius. 
However,	  the	  largest	  flywheel	  that	  was	  found	  was	  RAM	  Billet	  Steel	  	  10”	  diameter	  and	  33lb	  (15kg) by RAM Clutches. Unless the weight was spun at a very high RPM this would not be enough kinetic energy to achieve the desired temperature change.  Two of these flywheels would most likely be sufficient; however these cost about $250 per flywheel.  Upon further investigation, the team discovered SunRay Inc. that makes custom drive wheels that mount to rotating shafts.  The core of the drive wheel will be made of steel with a 14 inch diameter.  The polyurethane outer ring will have a thickness of 1 inch and negligible weight compared to the steel.  The wheel is to be 1 inch thick with a 1 inch bore diameter with a 1/4 inch keyway slot cut.  This gives a total weight of the flywheel to be about 60 lbs or 25.8 Kilograms.  With this weight and radius of the flywheel the device will be able to achieve more than the desired temperature change in the pads.  After sending the company the specifications of the disc, a quote was received estimating the cost of the flywheel to be about $600, which is well within our budget.   A picture of the wheel can be seen in Figure 33. 
 
Figure 33. Fixed Shaft Drive Wheel from Sunray Inc. 
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Thermistor Selection 
It	  was	  suggested	  that	  the	  thermistor	  be	  selected	  from	  OMEGA	  Engineering’s	  catalog,	  due	  to	  
their	  relationship	  with	  Cal	  Poly,	  price,	  and	  reliability.	  OMEGA’s	  catalog	  was	  very	  extensive	  with many options for application, resistance, mounting style, response time, and lead length. Since our application will require a fast response time, it is important that the bead size be as small. This eliminated the aluminum mounted options. This left, adhesive or epoxy mounted thermistors. Since brake pads will need to be replaced periodically, it is important to make the mounting of the thermistors as easy as possible. The group believes that a peel and stick adhesive method for mounting would be much easier for future lab technicians to use when replacing the brake pads. This lead the group to selecting the SA1-44030-40-T thermistor for this project. An example of what the thermistor will look like can be seen in Figure34. This thermistor achieves a ±0.1°C accuracy between 0 and 70 °C. This will be more than necessary to achieve	  the	  1%	  temperature	  accuracy.	  It	  has	  a	  3000Ω	  resistance which means that the lead wires are very small, resulting in about a 2.5 mm bead size. This should be sufficient for a fast response time, however this will not be known till testing since the response time is highly subjective to the application and cannot be known accurately prior to testing. The full spec sheet can be found in the Appendix. This thermistor should attach the USB-2408 DAQ system from Measurement Computing, Inc. that is currently in the ME 346 lab. However, if this is not the case, the group has been advised to wait on selecting a different DAQ system until a later date.   
 
Figure 34. Thermistor to be Placed on the Back of the Brake Pad 
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Structure  The main structure of the device will be made of 80/20 T-slotted Aluminum Framing bolted together in a rectangular shape.  This framing is extremely durable and has been 
referred	  to	  as	  the	  “industrial	  erector	  set.”	  	  The beams will be bolted together using joining plates and bolts offered by 80/20.  The profile of these 1 inch by 1 inch aluminum beams can be seen below in Figure 35.   
 
Figure 35. Profile of T-slotted Aluminum 1010 series  The main frame will be built into a rectangle with dimensions shown in its layout drawing located in Appendix F.  It is to be bolted to a 2x2 foot 1/4 inch thick steel base plate.  The bolts will be inserted through the bottom of the base plate and threaded into a slide in T nut in the bottom T slot of the aluminum framing.  The same method will be used to create a box for the motor to sit on and raise it to the height of the main shaft.  An image of the structure can be seen below in Figure 36. All	  parts	  have	  been	  selected	  in	  80/20’s	  catalog	  and the baseplate has been selected on McMaster-Carr.  
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Figure 36. Total Structure made from Base Plate and 80/20 T-slot Aluminum Framing  Two 18 inch 80/20 beams will cross the main structure on either side of the disc and hub assembly to provide support and a location for the calipers to me mounted.  Hand calculations to prove that the force due to braking applied through the calipers into the beams will not break the frame.  These calculations can be seen in Appendix E.  The two crossing beams will have a factor of safety at the maximum rpm of the motor of 2.7.   The bearings will be mounted directly onto the top of the beams using a slide in T-nut and bolts purchased from 80/20.  They will be aligned with the help of Jim Gearheardt.   
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Safety Shield A safety shield will be constructed using the main T-slotted aluminum as framing similarly to the mainframe and motor box.  The shield will be constructed with the help of Jim Gearheardt and a model of it can be seen in Figure 37. The framing will be fitted with ¼’’	  Plexiglas and will contain all possible threats while the motor assembly is in use.    
 
Figure 37. Safety Shield placed over Entire Structure   
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Final Bill of Materials   ITEM NO. PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MATERIAL SUPPLIER COST QTY. TOTAL 1 35LYA012 Motor NA Baldor $     550.00 1 $     550.00 2  AC-Frequency Drive NA Allen Bradley $     400.00 1 $     400.00 3 4802-0016 Disk 1010 steel WC Branham $     164.00 1 $     164.00 4 4251-0000 Calipers Aluminium WC Branham $     263.00 1 $     263.00 5  Accumulator NA Hydac < $300.00 1 $     300.00 6  Flywheel Steel Sunray, Inc. $     400.00 1 $     400.00 7  Bearing Steel McMaster $       40.00 2 $        80.00 8 SA1-44030-40 Thermistor NA Omega $       40.00 4 $     160.00 9  Base Steel McMaster $     171.00 1 $     171.00 10 1010-48 T slot framing Aluminium 80/20  4 $     500.00 11 4108 2 Hole inside Corner Bracket Aluminium 80/20  16  12 4151 5 Hole 90° Joining Plate Aluminium 80/20  16  13 4152 4 Hole 90° Joining Plate Aluminium 80/20  8  14 3321 Bolts Steel 80/20  144  15 3205 Slide in T-nuts 1215 Steel 80/20  144  16 6208K671 Coupler Aluminium McMaster $       87.00 1 $        87.00           Total Cost:   $3,075*  
 
* Total cost does not include cost of shipping for parts, machining for shaft, or Plexiglas shielding. The current total cost is still ~$1,000 below the budget for this project. This gives the group leeway in case problems arise during assembly and testing.   
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Management Plan The team members will be heavily and entirely involved in all aspects of the fabrication process, but each member has varying skillsets that will aid us in different ways. The project team has organized themselves as specific team leads for various key steps of the project. Meaning, each team lead will hold the rest of the team accountable for completing work throughout different steps of the project. Team lead assignments are as follows.   
Table 8. Team Lead Assignments for HTEC Design Process. 
Responsibilities Team Lead 
Financial Officer Ryan Waltman 
Information Gathering Ryan Waltman  
Documentation of Project Progress Ben Ward 
Purchasing Specified Parts Brett Wallace 
Quality Control on Incoming Parts Brett Wallace 
Head Assembly Officer Ben Ward 
Heat Transfer Experimentation Ryan Waltman 
Manufacturing Considerations Ben Ward and Brett Wallace 
Prototype Fabrications Ben Ward 
Testing Plans Ryan Waltman 
 
Milestone Due Dates 
Beginning of Winter 2013 Quarter 
 Conceptual Model 2/28/13 
o Brainstorm problem solutions 2/28/13 
o QFD or Decision Matrix to help narrow down solutions 2/28/13 
o Decide on proposed final conceptual solution 2/28/13 
o Build conceptual model 2/28/13 
o Obtain Yellow Tag 3/2/13 
 Concept Design Report 3/14/13 
o Concept model analysis 3/7/13 
o Write Report 3/13/13 
o Finalize report and submit to Noori 3/14/13 
o Practice presentation 3/14/13 
 Conceptual Design Review with Sponsor 3/22/13 
Beginning of Spring 2013 Quarter 
 Initiate Critical Design Plan 4/1/13 - 4/6/13 WEEK 1 
o Lay out main components and methods of analysis (Wallace) 
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o Find Professors with necessary specialties (Ward) 
o Revise	  Concept	  Report	  with	  Shollenberger’s	  Comments (Waltman) 
o Set up weekly meetings with Shollenberger (All) 
 Begin Critical Design of Machine 4/8/13 – 4/12/13 WEEK 2 
o Select motor and speak with Jim Gearhard (Wallace) 
o Begin EES layout of shaft and bearing design (Ward) 
o Begin heat transfer analysis of disk (Waltman) 
o Email Professor Owen about hydraulic brakes (Ward) 
 Continue Critical Design of Machine 4/15/13 – 4/19/13 WEEK 3 
o Motor selection write-up (Wallace)  DONE WITH MOTOR 
o Begin disk design and selection (Wallace) 
o Call companies about disk material (Wallace) 
o Finish shaft analysis in EES and write-up (Ward)  DONE WITH SHAFT 
o Finish bearing analysis in EES and write-up (Ward)  DONE WITH BEARINGS 
o Begin shaft coupling analysis in EES (Ward) 
o Finish heat transfer analysis and write-up (Waltman)  DONE WITH HEAT TRANSFER 
o Meet with Professor Owen about hydraulic brakes (All) 
o Begin hydraulic brakes research and selection (Waltman, Ward) 
o CHECK ALL CALCS. WITH SHOLLENBERGER ON THURSDAY MEETING 
 Continue Critical Design of Machine 4/22/13 – 4/26/13 WEEK 4 
o Finish disk design (Wallace)  DONE WITH DISK DESIGN 
o Finish shaft coupling analysis and write-up (Ward) DONE WITH COUPLER 
o Continue hydraulic brakes research and selection with Owen (Waltman, Ward) 
o Begin structure design (All)  
o Select Thermistor and write-up (Waltman)  DONE WITH THERMISTER 
o Select RPM-gage and write-up (Wallace)  DONE WITH RPM GAGE 
o Begin safety shield analysis and design (All) 
o CHECK ALL CALCS. WITH SHOLLENBERGER ON THURSDAY MEETING 
 Finish Critical Design of Machine 4/29/13 – 5/2/13 WEEK 5 
o Finish hydraulic brakes research and selection with Owen (Waltman, Ward) 
 DONE WITH HYDRAULICS 
o Begin safety shield analysis and design (All)  DONE WITH SAFTEY SHIELD 
o Finish structure design (All)  DONE WITH STRUCTURE 
o Finalize Bill of Materials for Final Design (Wallace) 
o Finish Compiling all Sections into Final Concept Report 5/1/13 – 5/2/13 
o Send report to sponsor for review before presentation 
o Finalize Presentation and cost estimate for Sponsor (Ward) 
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 Final Critical Design Report Due 5/3/13 LAST DAY OF WEEK 5 
o Critical design review with sponsor 5/3/13 
 Initiate Manufacturing Design Plan 5/6/13 - 5/10/13 WEEK 6 
o Lay out final parts required for fabrication (Waltman) 
o Order required parts and materials (Wallace) 
o Get reimbursement from Cal Poly (Waltman) 
o Update Professor Shollenberger on progress (All) 
 Begin Fabrication of Machine 5/13/13 – 5/17/13 WEEK 7 
o Receive parts and materials in mail (All) 
o Begin assembly in the Hanger Machine Shop (All) 
 Base plate and support structure (Ward) 
 Hydraulics and Pads (Waltman) 
 Disk construction (Wallace) 
 Safety Shield (Ward) 
o Prepare for lab presentations 5/20/13 
o Update Professor Shollenberger on progress (All) 
 Continue Fabrication of Machine 5/20/13 – 5/24/13 WEEK 8 
o Continue assembly in the Hanger Machine Shop (All) 
 Base plate and support structure (Ward) 
 Motor/bearing/shaft attachment 
 Hydraulics and Pads (Waltman) 
 Thermistor attachment 
 Disk construction (Wallace) 
 Shaft attachment 
 RPM gage implementation 
o Manufacturing and test review 5/23/13 
o Update Professor Shollenberger on progress (All) 
 Continue Fabrication of Machine 5/27/13 – 6/7/13 WEEK 9,10 
o Finish construction of machine (All) 
o Begin setting up testing and experimentation procedures (all) 
o Update Professor Shollenberger on progress (All) 
Beginning of Fall 2013 Quarter 
 Initiate Testing and Experimentation of Machine 9/23/13 – 9/27/13 WEEK 1 
o Brainstorm all possible experiments to perform with machine (All) 
o Test machine for durability and possible design flaws (All) 
o Update Professor Shollenberger on progress and set up weekly meeting times (All) 
 Begin Testing and Experimentation of Machine 9/30/13 – 10/18/13 WEEK 2,3,4 
o Test and perform experiments on machine to determine accuracy (All) 
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o Determine if accuracy of machine is acceptable for this application (All) 
o Modify machine if necessary (All) 
o Set up data acquisition equipment (All) 
o Prepare for final design test with Noori (All) 
o Update Professor Shollenberger on progress (All) 
 Continue Testing and Experimentation of Machine 10/21/13 – 11/1/13 WEEK 5,6 
o Final design test 10/21/13 
o Begin compiling final report (All) 
o Continue modifying machine if necessary (All) 
o Prepare machine for lab implementation (All) 
o Update Professor Shollenberger on progress (All) 
 Continue Testing and Experimentation of Machine 11/4/13 – 11/22/13 WEEK 
7,8,9 
o Continue compiling final report (All) 
o Continue modifying machine if necessary (All) 
o Finalize preparation of machine and begin lab implementation (All) 
o Update Professor Shollenberger on progress (All) 
 Final Report and Project Presentation 12/6/13 WEEK 10/FINALS WEEK 
o Present Project at project expo (All) 
o Final Presentation with Shollenberger (All) 
o Submit to Library 12/6/13    
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Final Design and Prototype 
Manufacturing of Machine and Alterations 
Once	  the	  project	  team’s	  critical	  design	  of	  the	  machine	  was	  approved	  by	  adviser	  Professor	  Noori and sponsor Professor Shollenberger, the process of ordering the parts began in late May 2013.  Most critical parts were ordered before the end of the academic year and were waiting for alteration and the construction phase of the project beginning in late September.  Construction of the machine went fairly smoothly with only a few parts being difficult to order, such as the flywheel, disc brake and calipers.  Everything ordered from McMaster-Carr was extremely fast and easy.  The alteration of the McMaster stock shaft was the first timeline setback for the project team.   
Shaft Alteration 
The	  shaft	  was	  extremely	  difficult	  to	  lathe	  down	  to	  the	  ¾”	  diameter	  due	  to	  the	  fact	  that	  it	  was ordered in hardened 1010 steel for extra structural stability.  This process simply took much more time than expected and was very tedious.  An image of team member Ben Ward working on the shaft can be seen below in Figure 38.   
 
Figure 38. Hardened 1010 Steel Shaft being altered in lathe to design specifications 
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Disc and Hub Assembly Another minor alteration that was made to the critical design was the size of the disc brake.  
The	  project	  team	  ordered	  an	  8’’	  diameter	  disc	  but	  upon	  its	  arrival	  and	  inspection,	  it	  was	  decided that a larger disc was necessary.  Project member Ben Ward worked with WC Branham to resolve this issue, return	  the	  part,	  and	  get	  a	  new	  10”	  diameter	  disc	  for	  the	  machine.  WC Branham was very professional and had no problem resolving the issue.  
 
Aluminum Plate The aluminum plate that the machine is mounted on was very easy to fabricate.  A drill press was used to punch the initial holes that would allow screws to attach the 80/20 framing.  A mill was when used to make a counter bore in the bottom of the plate so the screw heads would be recessed into the plate.  The process took longer than expected and set the project team back as well.  A picture of project team member Brett Wallace can be seen drilling the holes in Figure 39 shown below.    
 
Figure 39. Team Member Brett Wallace Punching Holes in the Aluminum Base Plate for Framing Attachment  
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Electrical System and 3 Phase Hookup A major setback in the project timeline was the electrical system, hookup, and wiring.  It was assumed since the beginning that Jim Gearhardt would be hooking the system up in the ME346 lab.  Upon machine completion the project team contacted Jim Gearhardt about the 208 Volt 3 Phase hook up the system for testing.  Mr. Gearhardt replied by making the team figure out the electrical layout drawings shown below in Figure 40.  This was an unexpected obstacle and set the timeline back quite a bit.  A campus electrician was contacted to add fusing and a 3 phase receiver in one of the junction boxes in the ME346 Lab.  
 
Figure 40. Electrical Layout Drawing for Campus Electrician and Machine Hookup  
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Custom Brake Pads The brake pads were one of the most time consuming parts of the manufacturing process. 
The	  stock	  friction	  pads	  needed	  to	  be	  replaced	  with	  copper	  pads	  of	  0.125”	  thickness	  and	  a	  polycarbonate backing to act as a thermal insulator. A 3D model of the assembly can be 
found	  below.	  The	  material	  was	  ordered	  in	  2.5”	  diameter	  bars	  from	  McMaster	  Carr.	  These	  had to be cut into thin slices which proved impossible to accurately cut using the shop machines. The slices were made much thicker than needed and then milled to the required thickness. Once two pairs of pads and backings were made, the holes needed to be drilled in order to attach the bolts that would hold them to the calipers. The holes also needed to be counter bored in order for the screw heads to sit below the pad surface. Lastly the pattern on the polycarbonate packing was milled out in order for the thermistor to fit on the back of the pad. This whole process took approximately ten hour of work split up into multiple days.   
 
Figure 41: Custom Friction Pad Design 
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Custom Caliper Mounting In order to attach the calipers to the frame, the project team designed a way to bolt two flat pieces of steel to both the calipers and the frame.  The team bought a long, thin rectangular piece of steel and cut of two pieces at the desired lengths.  The team then drilled two holes in each plate.  One hole was for bolting the plates to the frame and the other hole was for a bolt that went through both calipers and both plates in order to securely place the calipers to the frame.  The team then put washers in between the plate and calipers, as well as between both calipers in order to have the desired spacing.  
  
Hydraulic Line and Accumulator Mounting The hydraulics encountered two time-consuming problems during the ordering and assembly.  One is that the threads on the end of the pneumatic side of the accumulator 
(female	  7/8”	  14UNF	  threads)	  were	  very	  difficult	  to	  find	  a	  fitting	  for.	  	  Eventually	  the	  team	  found two fitting that combined together would accomplish what they needed.  The other delay that the team ran into was the choice of using stainless steel tubing.  The team bought stainless steel tubing, as was recommended by Jim Gerhardt, however threading the stainless steel proved to be very difficult.  The team broke a die trying to thread the incredibly hard, thick walled stainless steel.  Also, putting the pipe in a vice grip and trying to thread the pipe proved to just tear up the pipe due to the vice not being able to grip it tight enough.  Eventually, with the help of the machine shop techs, the team put the pipe in the lathe and threaded it while the lathe chuck was tightened.  One slight problem that the team encountered was that the piping from the tee split to the two calipers was a very tight fit.  The thick walled stainless steel piping was too thick and hard to bend therefore the team chose to use hydraulic brake lines.  The piping needed to be cut and flanged and then threaded in.   
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Conclusion Over the course of the year, the group has successfully completed the goal of this project. The final product utilizes the laws of energy conversion to show students how work energy is converted into internal energy. This experiment is both educational and relatable and will be a well-liked	  experiment	  for	  all	  of	  its	  future.	  While	  the	  experiment’s	  fabrication is complete, it has not been able to be tested yet due to complications with facilities. The nitrogen tank used to power the hydraulics and the wiring for the motor has not been able to be connected. While this is unfortunate, the experiment has been crafted according to the design, which has been proved using theoretical calculation. The group is confident that once those items are finished by Cal Poly Facilities department that the experiment should be able to be up and running with minimal additional effort.  A final picture of the experiment can be found below from the groups Senior Project Expo on November 21st 2013.  A full size image of the Expo Poster can be seen in the Appendices.   
 
Figure 43. Senior Expo Presentation and Poster 
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Figure 44.  Project Team Explaining the Project at the Senior Expo on November 21      
Materials)Budget)for)Senior)Project
Title)of)Senior)Project: Heat%Transfer%Lab:%Energy%Conversion
Team)members: Brett%Wallace,%Ryan%Waltman,%Ben%Ward
Designated)Team)Treasurer: Ben%Ward
Faculty)Advisor: Mohammad%Noori
Sponsor: Kim%Shollenberger
Quarter)and)year)project)began: Winter%2013
Materials)budget)given)for)this)project:)) 4,000.00$))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))))
Date)purchased Vendor Description)of)items)purchased Transaction)amount
05/21/13 McMasterHCarr Shaft,%Coupler,%Bearings,%Base%Plate 402.67$%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
05/21/13 Omega%Engineering Thermistors 130.15$%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
05/21/13 80/20 Framing 486.51$%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
05/31/13 Central%Coast%Bearing Motor 452.30$%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
09/25/13 Whole%Sale%Electric AC%Freq%Drive 473.14$%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
09/25/13 WC%Branham Disc%Brake%and%Calipers 473.38$%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
10/28/13 Hydac Accumulator 274.00$%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
10/28/13 McMasterHCarr Brake%Pads% 75.25$%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
10/28/13 TECO%Pneumatic,%Inc. Saftey%Glass 128.92$%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
10/28/13 80/20 Saftey%Shield%Framing 245.92$%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
10/28/13 Sunray%Inc. Flywheel 680.00$%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
11/17/13 McMasterHCarr Hydraulic%Line 110.63$%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
11/17/13 Swagelok Saftey%Release%Valve 217.78$%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
Total%expenses:%% 4,150.65$%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
budget:%% 4,000.00$%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
actual%expenses:%% 4,150.65$%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
remaining%balance:%% (150.65)$%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%
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Appendix A: Motor Calculations 
Problem:  The device needs to have a motor that can supply sufficient power and speed to a given mass in order to create a desired amount of kinetic energy in the rotating shaft.  The motor must accomplish this task within a reasonable amount of time.  The kinetic energy that the motor produces in the shaft must be able to frictionally cause a desired rise in internal energy of the brake pads that are pressing against it.   
Assumptions: 
 Until testing of the assembled system can be completed, the kinetic energy lost to heat transfer to the system will not be able to be determined. For now it is assumed to be negligible, however desired temperature difference is 4.5 times greater than the minimum difference, so this should account for that. 
 Uniform heating of discs and copper pads each time.  
 Ratio of heat transfer to discs and copper pads assumes infinite media in each direction. 
Given: 
 Change in temperature of about 50 degrees Celsius desired 
 Disk is made of stainless steel 
 Pads are made of copper 
 Disk	  is	  8”	  diameter	  and	  0.156”	  thick 
 Additional mass is 14”	  diameter	  and	  1”	  thick	  made	  of	  steel	  (mass	  of	  25	  kg) 
 Pads	  are	  0.125”	  thick	  and	  	  have	  a	  9	  in2 surface area 
Calculations:  (Found on the next page ) 
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Appendix B: Main Shaft Calculations 
Problem:  The main shaft has various dimensions and stress concentrations.  It is necessary to determine that the main shaft will not yield under maximum loads from the braking and motor torques.   
Given: 
 Shaft dimensions seen in layout drawing 
 Shaft made of steel 
 Additional	  mass	  is	  14”	  diameter	  and	  1”	  thick	  made	  of	  steel	  (mass of 25 kg) 
 Max motor speed is 2000 rpm 
Calculations:  (Found on the next page ) 
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Appendix C: Heat Transfer Calculations 
Problem:  The rise in temperature of the brake pads in the design need to exceed 4.5 °C in order to sufficiently surpass the required temperature difference needed for 1% accuracy in the temperature measurements. The energy balance for the system will be used to calculate this change in temperature. 
Assumptions: 
 Until testing of the assembled system can be completed, the kinetic energy lost to heat transfer to the environment will be negligible. For now it is assumed to be zero, however desired temperature difference is 4.5 times greater than the minimum difference, so this should account for that. 
 The convection and conduction heat transfer that occurs during the application of the brakes is complicated. The disk and pads are assumed to be infinite plates that are not moving relative to each other in order to estimate the amount of heat energy lost to the disk instead of the brake pads by using a ratio of the thermal properties. 
 Other thermal energy losses such as convection and conduction to the brake pad insulation backing is ignored. 
Given: 
 Disk is made of stainless steel 
 Pads are made of copper 
 Disk	  is	  8”	  diameter	  and	  0.156”	  thick 
 Additional mass is 14”	  diameter	  and	  1”	  thick	  made	  of	  steel	  (mass	  of	  25	  kg) 
 Pads	  are	  0.125”	  thick and  have a 9 in2 surface area 
 Max motor speed is 2000 rpm 
Calculations:  (Found on the next page )  
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Appendix D: Braking Pressure and Force Calculations 
Problem:  It is necessary to determine how much hydraulic pressure we will need in order to stop our disk in the desired amount of time.  
Given: 
 Disk made of steel 
 Pads made of copper 
 Friction Coefficient of copper on steel = 0.3 (conservative) 
 Additional	  mass	  is	  14”	  diameter	  and	  1”	  thick	  made	  of	  steel	  (mass	  of	  25	  kg) 
 Motor speed of 2000 rpm  
Calculations:  (Found on the next page )  
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Appendix E: Hand Calculations and FBDs  In this Appendix the project team highlights work done in the lab notebooks and minor calculations and measurements that were not mentioned in the EES calculations.  The following	  pages	  are	  an	  excerpt	  from	  team	  member	  Ben	  Ward’s	  lab	  notebook.    




















